
Get more value for every dollar you spend: ensure your cloud workloads run 
on Intel® architecture

How to Put Your TCO Through 
its Paces

Are Your Cloud Dollars Working Hard Enough?
When you shop for a car, purchase price is not the only consideration. You could 
buy a cheap car. But if its gas mileage is poor, or it won’t go over 30 miles per hour, 
or it breaks down often, your total cost of ownership (TCO) could be higher than 
if you spent twice the purchase price for a vehicle with excellent gas mileage, high 
top speed, and excellent reliability.

With tight IT budgets, TCO is a crucial metric when evaluating and choosing where 
to run your cloud-based workloads. TCO reflects the upfront cost of the cloud 
instance but also includes factors such as performance and apparent costs such as 
‘per core’ software licenses.

Use the following five steps to build an efficient TCO-focused strategy designed to 
boost competitive advantage—whether you’re running analytics using databases, 
high-performance computing (HPC) or web-based workloads.

1. Save Money with the Latest Technology
One of the great things about running workloads on Amazon Web Services* (AWS*) 
instances is that you can quickly take advantage of technology innovations that 
can boost performance and cut costs. For example, AWS has new instances that 
use the latest generation of Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors and you can get up to 
a 2X average performance improvement with an Intel Xeon Platinum 9200 series 
processor, compared to the previous generation Intel Xeon Platinum 8180 processor.1 

What’s more, moving a workload from an older, larger AWS instance to a new, more 
powerful but smaller instance can significantly cut costs. For example, moving a 
workload from an AWS T2.Large instance to a T3.Small instance can save a significant 
percentage of cost per instance without sacrificing performance (see Figure 1).2

Also, AWS’s new C, M and T instances have lower core counts than the previous 
instance generation, which can further reduce costs for workloads that use 
software that is licensed per core. Consider the C5.4XLarge instance for example, 
which has 40 fewer cores than a C4.8XLarge instance. In this example, if the per 
core license cost for an application is USD 1,800 annually, moving to the new 
instance would save USD 72,000 in licensing costs per instance.3

As you can see, taking advantage of AWS’ ability to offer the latest technology 
innovations can create savings of hundreds, even thousands of dollars per year.
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2. Maximize Performance per Dollar Invested
When evaluating the TCO for cloud instances, it’s not a 
good idea to look only at the instance acquisition cost. If 
you pay 10 percent less for the instance, but lose 30 percent 
performance, your TCO suffers in several ways. First, lack of 
performance can directly affect the bottom line. According 
to one study, online retail sites that suffer from slow 
performance experience a 28 percent abandonment rate.4 
Slow-running analytics workloads mean delays in insights; 
in today’s real-time world, that could mean a supply chain 
disruption or a missed investment opportunity. Also, you are 
not getting as much performance per dollar invested. 

Recent independent benchmark studies reveal that critical 
data-heavy workloads such as databases, high-performance 
computing (HPC) and web applications perform better at a 
lower TCO on Intel® architecture-based clouds. For example, in 
recent testing by Intel P2CA, a High Performance Linpack* HPC 
workload ran 4.56X faster on an AWS EC2 M5 instance based 
on Intel® architecture than on AMD* architecture (see Figure 2).5 

And when the researchers calculated performance per 
dollar for this same workload, the data showed that the 
Intel performance per dollar was 4.15X better than the AMD 
performance per dollar.6

3. Look for Virtual Machine Portability
A cloud instance—in essence a virtual machine (VM)—can be 
heavily dependent on the underlying hardware (such as CPUs 
and field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), for example) 
for performance-accelerating features and instructions. 
In the modern hybrid cloud/multi-cloud model where 
workloads often move from on-premises equipment to cloud 
equipment for burst capacity, or from one cloud to another 
as workload requirements change, it is important to include 
migration costs in your TCO calculations. With Intel Xeon 
Scalable processors running a large part of both private data 
centers and the public cloud, portability of applications is 
less of a concern than with using other architectures.

4. Demand High Availability
The previous TCO tips have focused on how much cloud 
services cost when they are working. But it is equally 
important to figure out how much they cost when they 
aren’t working. Put simply, a competitive business cannot 
afford downtime. According to Gartner, the average cost of 
IT downtime is USD 5,600 per minute, and could run as high 
as USD 9,000 per minute for some businesses. Downtime 
can be minimized by choosing cloud instances that use 
technology that has robust reliability, availability and 
serviceability (RAS) features.
For example, Intel Xeon Scalable processors include 
innovative error detection and retry mechanisms, 
improvements to recovery methodology, and performance 
optimized memory subsystems capable of prolonging 
useful life of DRAM modules. The Intel® Volume 
Management Device (Intel® VMD) enables hot swapping of 
Non-Volatile Memory Express* (NVMe*)-based solid state 
drives (SSDs), while standardized LED management helps 
provide quicker identification of SSD status. Applications 
that are designed to work with Intel® Optane™ DC persistent 
memory (such as some in-memory databases) can retain 
data across power cycles and can significantly reduce 
system restart times. To fully understand TCO, examine 
your cloud provider’s service-level agreements (SLAs) to 
determine which RAS features are offered, the guaranteed 
uptime for various instances and the mean time to repair 
(MTR).
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Figure 1. Cost per instance saving moving a workload from an 
AWS T2.Large instance to a T3.Small instance.2

Figure 2. Intel® architecture-based AWS instances compared 
to AMD* EPYC processor-based AWS instances. 
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The average cost of IT downtime 
according to Gartner.
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If your business is global, you should also consider instance 
availability around the world. Some other architecture-based 
cloud instances are available only in certain regions. This can 
cause latency and data locality problems. To minimize TCO 
at worldwide scale, the best strategy is to replicate identical 
VMs in identical instances wherever a local presence is 
required to meet your own SLAs or comply with applicable 
laws. The cost of creating and maintaining both Intel and 
other VM versions of the same service in non-uniform 
instances may offset any cost savings associated with 
instance price.

5. Get Software Optimizations and 
Compatibility
Intel collaborates with many cloud providers and software 
leaders to enable virtualization environments that expose 
the Intel hardware’s features directly to applications. 
Consequently, application vendors tune their software for 
features like Intel® Advanced Vector Extensions (Intel® AVX-
512), Intel® Turbo Boost and Intel® Software Guard Extensions 
(Intel® SGX).

Workloads running in Intel architecture-based instances 
can take advantage of these optimizations to increase 
performance and security, but those software-optimization 
gains may be lost if the VM is transferred to a non-Intel 
instance. The impact of foregoing software optimization 
gains should be included in any TCO analysis, as it may affect 
the performance-per-dollar ratio and reduce service levels.

Summary
Optimizing your cloud workload TCO is a balancing act. It 
requires investigation into not only upfront instance costs, 
but also instance performance, per-core software licensing 
fees and other less visible costs such as portability and 
availability. By running your data-centric workloads—
from database, to HPC, to web—on AWS, with Intel Xeon 
Scalable processors, you can lower your TCO and benefit 
from higher performance.9

Find the solution that is right for your organization 
Contact your Intel representative or visit 
intel.com/NoDebate.

1 Geomean of est SPECrate2017_int_base, est SPECrate2017_fp_base, Stream Triad, Intel® Distribution of Linpack, server side Java. Platinum 
92xx vs Platinum 8180: 1-node, 2x Intel® Xeon® Platinum 9282 cpu on Walker Pass with 768 GB (24x 32GB 2933) total memory, ucode 
0x400000A on RHEL7.6, 3.10.0-957.el7.x86_65, IC19u1, AVX512, HT on all (off Stream, Linpack), Turbo on all (off Stream, Linpack), result: 
est int throughput=635, est fp throughput=526, Stream Triad=407, Linpack=6411, server side java=332913, test by Intel on 2/16/2019. vs. 
1-node, 2x Intel® Xeon® Platinum 8180 cpu on Wolf Pass with 384 GB (12 X 32GB 2666) total memory, ucode 0x200004D on RHEL7.6, 3.10.0-
957.el7.x86_65, IC19u1, AVX512, HT on all (off Stream, Linpack), Turbo on all (off Stream, Linpack), result: est int throughput=307, est fp 
throughput=251, Stream Triad=204, Linpack=3238, server side java=165724, test by Intel on 1/29/2019.

2 TSO Logic, “New Advances by Intel and Amazon Web Services Drive Major Cloud Savings.” Savings figures and percentages are derived from 
analysis conducted on TSO Logic’s 100,000-instance repository of anonymized data. For more details, visit 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/9yqi0qsc20yg4de/TSOLogic_Intel_Research_2019-03-25_2.pdf?dl=0. 

3  See endnote 2.
4 DZone, March 2017, “Downtime vs. Slowtime: Which Hurts More?” https://dzone.com/articles/downtime-vs-slowtime-which-hurts-more

http://intel.com/content/www/us/en/now/your-data-on-intel/no-debate
https://www.dropbox.com/s/9yqi0qsc20yg4de/TSOLogic_Intel_Research_2019-03-25_2.pdf?dl=0.
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5 Testing by Intel P2CA. Results as of January 4th, 2019. Performance testing done on AWS* EC2 M5 and M5a instances (https://aws.amazon.
com/ec2/instance-types/), comparing 96 vCPU Intel® Xeon® Scalable processor performance to AMD EPYC* processor performance. 

   M5 instance: up to 3.1 GHz Intel Xeon Platinum 8175 processors with Intel® Advanced Vector Extension (Intel® AXV-512) instruction set; 
m5.24xlarge with 96 vCPUs and 384 GB of memory; up to 25 Gbps network bandwidth using Enhanced Networking; powered by the AWS 
Nitro System, a combination of dedicated hardware and lightweight hypervisor; instance storage offered via EBS or NVMe SSDs that are 
physically attached to the host server.

  M5a instance: AMD EPYC* 7000 series processors with an all-core turbo clock speed of 2.5 GHz; m5a.24xlarge with 96 vCPUs and 384 GB 
of memory; up to 20 Gbps network bandwidth using Enhanced Networking; powered by the AWS Nitro System, a combination of dedicated 
hardware and lightweight hypervisor; instance storage offered via EBS or NVMe SSDs that are physically attached to the host server.

  For details on EC2 instance protections for various vulnerabilities including side-channel, please refer to Amazon security bulletins: 
https://aws.amazon.com/security/security-bulletins/.

  Workload: High-performance Linpack*
  Results: AMD EPYC performance = baseline of 1; Intel Xeon Scalable processor performance = 4.65X (higher is better)
  For more details visit https://wccftech.com/first-look-intel-vs-amd-epyc-aws-cloud-iaas-benchmarks/.
6 Results calculated by wccftech.com using AWS pricing ($/hour, standard 1-year term, no up-front) as of 12th January, 2019. 
  Performance per dollar testing done on AWS* EC2 M5 and M5a instances (https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/), comparing 96 vCPU 

Intel® Xeon® Scalable processor performance per dollar to AMD EPYC* processor performance per dollar.
  Workload: High-performance Linpack*
  Results: AMD EPYC performance per dollar = baseline of 1; Intel Xeon Scalable processor performance per dollar = 4.15X (higher is better)
  For more details visit https://wccftech.com/first-look-intel-vs-amd-epyc-aws-cloud-iaas-benchmarks/.
7  wccftech.com, January 2019, “First Look: Intel vs AMD EPYC AWS Cloud (IaaS) Benchmarks.” https://wccftech.com/first-look-intel-vs-amd-

epyc-aws-cloud-iaas-benchmarks/ 
8  ZDNet, May 2017, “The astonishing hidden and personal costs of IT downtime (and how predictive analytics might help).” 

https://www.zdnet.com/article/the-astonishing-hidden-and-personal-costs-of-it-downtime-and-how-predictive-analytics-might-help/
9  See endnotes 5 and 6.
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